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iNTRnnncTiON 
General relativity is an incomplete theory because it is scale invariant, resting 

aa it does only on the two fundamental constants G and c. It can be enriched, as 
Wheeler (1) showed long ago, by coupling it to the source-free Maxwell field to form, 
among other things, geons, but this does not change the dimensional situation. To 
complete the theory, the currently available candidates for dimensional constants 
are all quantized^ for example the elementary unit of electric charge, the proton or 
electron mass (to mention the only two elementary masses that are stable, within 
current experience), n/e from the Josephson effect, the quantum of ection A, the 
quantum of angular momentum, fi,.... Once a third dimensional constant is chosen 
in a fundamental theory we are required to compute all the other* as dimensionless 
ratios. That this task is not so difficult is one might imagine is evidenced by our 
summary Table. If we choose h as our third dimensional constant, our unit of mass 
\M\ is the Planck mass Mp = [nc/G]i, our unit of length [L] is Lp = kjMpr., and 
our unit of time [T\ is TP = h/MP<?. 

Wheeler's approach (2) is to reduce everything to geometry in terms of the 
Planck length. Time, as is usual in special and general relativity — and has now 
been made a matter of definition by the Conf. Generate de Poids et Mesutta— is 
linearly related to length by [T] = \L\)c. Volume, [£ 3 ] , is related to space-time cur
vature [R] = [L] by the curvature induced by mass of uniform density and specified 
radius. The new feature compared to classical treatments is that it is now possible 
to calculate the entropy of a black hole using Planck's constant, G and c. This 
turns out to be proportional to the area, [L2], completing Wheeler's geometrical 
picture (2, p- 220). Our equivalent choice of units emphasizes the connection to 
elementary partirlr- ph> .. t.-xprassed by the relation gjjjy = (Mptanck/mproton)2 • 

mMfiTmiCTlNG A BIT-STRING UNIVERSE 

The quantum theory of gravitation and elementary particles which we are 
in the process of constructing comes from interweaving several different lines of 
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research, the earliest of which started with Bast in and Kiltntstei in the -lO's and 

led \o the discovery of the combinatorial hierarchy •- i.e. the terminated sequence 

3.10,137.2 1*' 7 + 136 - by Parker-Rhodes in 1961. This discovery was reported 

by Uastin (3), and further developed by Bast in, et.al.(-l). The most fundamental 

recent development, which has also shed new- light on the work of Stein, Gefwerl, 

Manthey and Etter, is McGoveran's (5} ordering operator calculus. Some physical 

consequences have been published by Noyes and McGoveran (fi)% and the theory is 

undergoing rapid development. 

The common thread which unites this work is the representation of the funda

mental entities by bit-strings: 

n{S) = (..,.!>* ) s : & ; e D J ; * £ 1,2,.....?; 0.1 S G ordinal integers {]) 

which can combine by discrimivaiion (XOR) symbolized by "©": 

a © b » ( . . . . 6 J 5 * , . . . ) s = b ® a ; bfik = {b°-l>b

i)'2 (2) 

or concatenation symbolized by a | [ " : 

»(S.)||b(S6)-(....6 )sJ|{....6;.-U = ( bf ) 5 o + A 

6 ? ' = b% i e 1,2.... ,S.; i t 1 " = t j , 3 € 1,2 5»,Jb = S9 + 3 (?) 

Disagreement as to the proper foundations for the theory stem from different 

assumptions about how the symbols •"0" and " 1 " are to be generated or constructed 

in the first place, how the two operations themselves are generated or constructed, 

and how they are to be interleaved to generate strings of sufficient complexity to 

model physical cosmology and elementary particle physics. These differences will 

be actively discussed next week at the twelfth annual international meeting of the 

Alternative Natural Philosophy Associa t ion (ANPA IS) to be held at the 

Department of History and Philosophy of Science, Free School Lane, Cambridge, 

14-17 September 1990. Anyone here who is interested is cordially invited to attend. 
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We will ignore these foundational differences lien' and take as our model the 

class of algorithms railed program universe (see 5. pp S7-88). These pick two 

arbitrary strings from a universe containing strings of length ,s*. discriminate Ihem, 

and if the result is not the null string (l'"$ — 0 for all s) adjoin it to the universe; 

else we concatenate an arbitrary bit, separately chosen for each string, to the 

growing end of each string. If we think of this bit-string universe as a block of 

strings of length S and height H, the second operation (called TICK) amounts to 

adjoining an arbitrary column (Bernoulli sequence) and hence S —• S+\. The first 

operation (called PICI\) generates a stiing from the extant content and adds it ?? 

a new horizontal row (// —* N + I), 1 am still amazed that this simple algorithm 

can be used to construct the rich structures given in our summary Table! 

COMBINATORIAL HIERARCHY LABELS 

Finite sets of non-nuli bit-strings which close under discrimination are called 

discriminattly closed subsets (dcss). for example, two ilixcnminatcly independent 

bits-strings (i.e. a © b ^ 0) generate 3 dcss: {a}, {b), {a .b . a f f ib} . The three 

member set closes under discrimination because any two members discriminate to 

the third. Similarly 3 discriminalely independent bit-strings generate 7 dcss: 

{a}, {b}, {c} 

{ a , b , a © b } ; { b , c , b e c } ; {c ,a ,c<£a} (4) 

{a, b , c, a 0 b , b Q c , c © a, a & b f f i c } 

Clearly, given j non-null discriminafoly independent strings one can form 2 J — 1 

dcss. If one starts with two discriminate!}' independent bit-strings of length 2 

[(01), (10) or (01), (11) or (11), (10)] and forms the three dcss, these can be 

mapped by three non-singular 2 x 2 matrices which are discriminate^ independent 

to provide three basis elements for a new level. This mapping can be repeated using 
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4 x 4 matrices with 7 = 2 3 — 1 < 16 non-singular ami discriminate!}' independent 

exemplars, and once again using 16 x 16 matrices because 127 = 2 T - 1 < 256; 

however the mapping cannot be carried further because 256 x 256 matrices have 

only 256 3 discriminate!}- independent exemplars and 256" < < 2 1 2 ' - 1. This is still 

the simplest way to explain how the combinatorial hierarchy can be generated and 

why it terminates. 

At AN PA 2 (1980) Kilmister (7) proposed a specific scheme for generating the 

combinatorial hierarchy (CH) which did not necessarily rely on bit-strings. Soon 

after, Noyesand Kilmister recognized that any generation scheme could go on gen

erating bit-strings beyond those needed for the CH construction. This suggested 

that the early part of I lie string could represent a label corresponding to the quan

tum numbers of the elementary particles — which could be closed off once the 

labels were long enough to represent the 4 levels of the CI! — concatenated with a 

content string which would represent a space-time expanding out lo an event hori

zon given by the string length at any particular stage in the construction. In order 

to explore this situation Noyes and Manthcy created program universe as described 

above. When the label strings have reached length 16, they can be organized into 

three orthogonal dimensions corresponding to the first 3 levels of the CH contain

ing 3, 7 and 127 strings of length 16. These strings can be used to represent the 

feriniuii number, weak isospin ami baryon number of the three generations of the 

standard model of quarks and leptons, and the confined color charges (see Noyes, 

6). The next step in the construction closes with 2 , 2 ? — I strings of lengtii 256 

making a cumulative total of Ar = 2 n i -f 136 ~ 1.7 x 10 3 s states available to us. 

QUANTIZED SPACE-TIME 

Once we have constructed the label-contem concatenation, we can interpret the 

filiations where PICK leads to a non-null string (i.e. c = a © b , or equivalently 

a •':• b # c = 0) as the production (eg by pair annihilation or bremstrahlung) or 

absorption of a single label which either initiates or terminates a propagation of 

the label that continues for (or ends after) some finite number of TICKs. This is a 
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discrete model for a Feynman vertex. The completed process combining two such 
vertices models a 4-leg diagram a © b $ c *p d = 0 which we call a 4-event. 

The choice of this criterion is not arbitrary. McOoveran (5, Theorem 13) has 
shown that any discrete space of D "homogeneous and isotropic" dimensions syn
chronized by a universal ordering operator can have no more than three indefinitely 
continnable dimensions; three separate out and the others "compactify" after a sur
prisingly small number of constructive operations. The proof rests on the fact that 
if we consider D independently generated Bernoulli sequences (i.e. arbitrary se
quences of the symbols 0, 1), Feller (8) has shown that the probability that after 
TI synchronized trials all will have accumulated the samt: number of " 1 " 's is less 
than n~*iD~lh It can be shown that the requirement that D + 1 strings of length 
n discriminate to the null string is equivalent to Feller's rendition. Consequently 
the probability of continued sequences of events involving D labels vanishes like 
M~I for D = 4» and increasingly rapidly for higher numbers. Applying McGov-
eran's Theorem to the label space allows us to understand why there are only 
three asymptotically conserved quantum numbers. We have mentioned fermion 
number, weak isospin and baryon number in making connection between the first 
three levels of the hierarchy and the standard model. Once we have made this 
identification, the colored quarks and gluons have to be confined independent of 
any "dynamical mechanism". 

To map bit-strings onto integer and half-integer coordinates first note that the 
Hamming measure a := Ef-j&J takes the null string as the "reference ensemble" 
in McGoveran's definition of attribute distance {see 0). We restore the symmetry 
between the symbols "0" and u l " by using for our measure the signed coordinate 
<fa(Sl defined by 

-^<9a:=a-~<+^ (5) 

There are 25 such integrally spaced coordinates for 5' even and 2 5 + 1 for 5 

odd. These integer or l.alf-integer coordinates can be related to the usual angular 
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moment tun "space quaniizaiioir of elementary quantum mechanics by defniiiiR 

$, S 
J(S)cwf Qa := 9-; - W ) •= 2 (^ + 1) (<0 

Then integer steps correspond to "rotations" leave (lie string length and lionre ,li 

invariant. Alternatively we can deiine 

r{$)co9h Z0 := 9a: r\S) := | { | + 1) (7) 

with /?„ —:= tanh £* := *g- — 1 and "Lorcntz transformations" which leave r ' ( 5 ) 
invariant. Extending these definitions to 3+1 dimensions for 4-evcnts as defined 
above, we find that we ran map the content strings (space-time) onto the C4 
Clifford algebra (quaternions) in Greider's (9) formulation of non-interacting rel-
ativistic quantum mechanics for particles and fields. This fact can be used to 
establish the "Poincair invariance" of our representations in the context of our in
teger restrictions that make all J-vector components signed integers or half-integers. 
Applied to our finite label space, this mapping also can be used to establish the 
conservation of ferinion number, weak hypercharge and baryon number across the 
intervals connecting two scattering events. 

GRAVITATIONAL STABILIZATION OK THE PHOTON 

In order to connect our dimensional constants to quantized particle physics, we 
assume that A' states of mass m are bound together by Newtonian gravitation to 
form the largest possible mass allowed within their common Comptori wavelength 
hjmc. Adapting an argument given by Dyson (10) for quantum electrodynamics 
to gravitation (Noyes, 11) we take NCnr/r = NGm2j{kjmc) = mc*. Trying 
to add one more particle will crea*e a free particle of energy nic 3 in addition to 
this "Laplacian black hole1'; in other words, this small black hole is indubitably 
unstable against Hawking radiation once we try to go from N to A' + 1. Hence 
the largest possible mass for an elementary system is indeed the Planck mass. 
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If « T lake this maximum number ,\ to be the terminating cardinal of the CH, 

w — (/1(7G*)5/('2 , J7 + 136) and we find lliat m is equal to the proton mass to an 

accuracy of about \%. The unit of partirh. mass for o.ii theory ran be taken to 

be the proton mans. (A correction we will not have lime to disruss here brings 

Newton's constant C computed from rn^.r and h into agreement with experiment, 

as noted in the Table.) Our interpretation of this calculation is that the mass of 

the proton is due to its gravitational self-energy, necessarily finite in our theory. 

For us, as for Wheeler (2), both black holes and the Hawking radiation are basic; 

the two approaches are closer than C I P might think at first glance. 

QUANTUM GEONS 

Looking at our interpretation of the labels (t>) in more detail, we see that 

elect romagnetism enters only after we have constructed the third level of the CH; 

this is where we have the first opportunity to interpret the cumulative cardinal 

137 as a first calculation of hejer. As was discovered by I'arker-Rhodes (12) and 

afterwards argued by us (liastin, et. al., 4) once we have accepted the proton 

mass (now gravjtationally generated) as specifying our local unit of mass, we can 

calculate the electron mass as due to iis electromagnetic self-energy and obtain the 

surprisingly accurate result given in the Table. This calculation is reviewed below. 

IWore our construction reaches level 3, we have only the 3+7=10 states of the first 

two levels of the CH. These cannot as yet refer to electlomagnetism- lor massless 

content strings, We interpret these ten labels as two chiral neutrinos, two chiral 

photons, five chiral gravit.ons, and the ubiquitous "interaction" represented by the 

anti-null string h\ = 1 for all s. This string couples strings of any composition into 

a possible metric relationship. We interpret tins siring as an early version of the 

"Newtonian" interaction which ties all identiliable objects together. Kor massless 

content strings it will have a "coupling constant" of 1/10, which wilt become weaker 

and weaker as more and more degrees of freedom are constructed until the closure 

of the hierarchy labels allows us to interpret it as "Newtonian gravitation". 

Because we start out with massless states, one would think that only two chiral 
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gravitons are allowed. But thanks to the "gravitational" sel r-interaction, we ran 

form massive objects ("quantum geons") and hence macroscopic orbits relative to 

which all live states of the chiral gravitous with spin 2 can be defined. Note that 

this is basically the same argument we used to correctly calculate the precession 

of the perihelion of Mercury in the paper presented at the first ronference in this 

scries (Noyes, 13). As our ronstrurtion proceeds, we will get one or the.se ' 'quantum 

geons" with relative probability 1/10 compared to the probability of getting "visible 

matter" of 1/127. Therefore our candidate for "dark matter" should be 32.7 times 

as prevalent as visible matter, which is consistent with current obnervations. 

CQSMOLOCICAL CONSEQUENCES 

Thinking about this construction, we realize that there will be A' 2 initial scat

tering events which conserve baryon number, providing our universe with tliis 

number of baryons, and hence about 1% of the closure mass. Our 256" initial and 

25£r final states would, in the absence of further information, be equally divided 

between baryons and anti-baryons, i.e. on the average contain an equal number 

of zero's and one's, leading to baryon number zero for the universe. However, the 

asymmetry inherent in our construction stemming from the special role played by 

the null utring in discrimination and the CH requires us to start the labuls with 

a one, rather than a aero. This asymmetry will persist throughout the st&tislic&I 

"averaging" which follows. In our theory strings with an odd number of " 1 " 's cor

respond to fcrtnions; we expect 1/2564 baryons per photon in our universe, which 

is about right (see Table). 

Our time steps are of length h/mpcz once the universe is dilute enough so 

that we can make a linear local connection between space and time, and recognize 

electromagnetic processes as improbable by about one part in 137 compared to 

'first law motion". It takes at least A r 2 events (TlCKs) after the label strings 

have closed to construct content strings (space-time) which has these properties 

and the gravitational scale for stabilizing mp at the value which freezes the time-

step. Using a linear time scale (i.e. backward extrapolation from this stage of 
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the construction), this marks a transition between and "optically thick" and an 
"optically thin™ universe. We call this backward extrapolation to the start of the 
content string — label string boundary "fireball time". Using the linear scale gives 
us 3.5 million years. This is consistent with our other numbers and the currently 
observed 2.7"/v cosmic background radiation. 

Having established our gravitational cosmologual framework, the constructive 
enterprise can now address more local questions about particle masses and coupling 
constants. After protons, the other easily recognized stable mass value is the 
electron mass, so our next step is to calculate their ratio. 

THE PROTON-ELECTRON MASS RATIO 

An elementary starting point for the calculation of the electron-proton mass 
ratio is the assumption that, just as we have seen that the proton mass can be 
generated gravitationally, the electron mass can be generated electromagnet ically. 
Although we could talk about this as the self-energy of the electron due to its 
interaction with vacuum fluctuations - whose only constituents we can recognize 
at this point in the construction are prolon-antiproton pairs, the coulomb interac
tion and/or gamma rays -•- it is simpler to calculate the mass of the electron as 
generated by its charge by taking some appropriate finite statistical average over 
its electrostatic self-energy 

m c«^ = < c-jr > (8) 

Our unit of length for a spherically symmetric system is the proton Coniplon radius 
h/2rnpc. The system has spherical symmetry ami the calculation occurs before we 
have enough information about other quantum mini hers to add any additional 
degrees of freedom. Consequently we cannot use the corrected (or empirical) line 
structure constant, but must use the combinatorial hierarchy value 137 to define 
our unit if charge, i.e. e 2 = fic/137 Since the fluctuations involve both charged (eg 
proton-antiproton pairs) and neutral (eg ->-rays) particles, the charge fluctuations 
arc independent of the space-fluctuations, but must conserve charge, i.e. e —• 
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Tt• + (i _ j jf wluvn' r is some stwiistiea! v;*riat»U-; the contribution of the fluctnation:; 
outside of the range 0 < J- < 1 must rnucel by symmetry. Hence 

< e 2 > = ^ < J ( l - x ) > (9) 

Tor the space fluctuations we scale by the proton Compton radius and conclude 

that 

< i / r > = *££ < i/„ > (10) 

with 0 < \fy < 1 and hence that 

!2£ = 151: (in 
mt <x{\-x)Xlfy> 

This completes our dimensional analysis. 

The statistiral calculation invokes the three degrees of freedom of space. For u»t 

thanks to McGoveran's Theorem (5, Theorem 13) that in any discrete theory such 
as ours, space can have at most three asymptotic dimensions and one universal 
ordering operator • - which in our cosmology is isomorphic to the time scale of 
the expanding event horizon — the expectation values are calculated with three 
degrees of freedom. Since the probability of finding a fluctuation falls off tike \fy 
for the coulomb interaction along any radius, we use this as our weighting factor 
And obtain 

<i / ,> - iy* i / » w » . i ( 1 2 ) 
JoO/i/Ml/lf) 5 

Since the effective source of the interaction with the vacuum fluctuations is pro
portional to (.re) x (1 — x)c and must end in a sink with the same strength we take 
the weighting factor for the calculation of < c 3 > to be i 2 ( l — x,2 and for one 
degree of freedom find that 

Once the charge has separated into pieces with charge CT and e( 1 - x) the effective 
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squared charge m the interactiuo is i-ither r ' r" ur c (1 - J")", KU WC cim write the 

recursion telation 

A . = J „ V ( 1 - a ) 3 + J f - i * g ( l - x)4\dr J 0 V ( 1 - r ) 3 + K — i ^ t l - gf ldr 

Putting all this together w« find that 

— - 3 r ^ ' f V ™ 4 = 1836.151197.... (15) 

This completes our gravitational-electromagnetic unification at the level of the 
static (Newtonian and Coulomb) interactions exemplified experimentally by the 
two stable particles with masses m p and rne whose masses we have calculated 
relative to the Planck scale. 

WEAK-F.LEOTROMARNET1C UNIFICATION 

Our connection between quantum numbers and spare-time requires that GjcmJ 
* [\/5(265) 2] - 1 , which is good to better than 79f. and McGoveran's correction (see 
Table) brings this reasonably close to the empirical value, as does his correction 
of our original estimate airfOwtak = 0-25. The definitions of coupling constants 
and our bit string representation of the quantum numbers require, ai I his level of 
accuracy, thai 

M-2 = h1&lco*HWtmk (16) 

We have seen above how the electromagnetic interaction of the electron with 
the vacuum fluctuations dominated by proton-antiproton pairs explains m p /m e in 
terms of a statistically calculable geometrical factor. liut since the electron also 
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couples to the vacuum fluctuations of the W - \V and Z - Z via the massless neu

trino in the same geometrical fashion. self-consistency requires that the calculation 

using the Fermi interaction rather than a must lead to the same electron mtuts. 
Chasing this through, we find that 

" f v = r ~ " (17) 

Note that we achieve a good first approximation ("tree level1' in the conventional 
jargon) to weak-electromagnetic unification without invoking gauge bosons. In 
fact, if a negative prediction counts as a prediction, I will stick rny neck out and 
assert that the Higgs boson will not appear during the next decade in any nnn-
controversial form. 

SEWCiUT 

The research goal of many contemporary elementary particle physicists is to 
find, establish or create a strong, electromagnetic, weak, gravitational unified the
ory (SKWGUT). Kor many theories, the gravitational aspect of a research program 
aimed at this goal ("quantum gravity") is both the most challenging technically 
and tin? most difficult conceptually. Thanks to the CH and the ordering operator 
calculus we have been able to pick up the stick by that end, and construct a parti
cle theory in agreement with experiment to first order in c"/he for electromagnetic 
effects, in Gf>rnn»'p/^ f° r w eak effects, in si-^&wtai for weak-electromagnetic 
unification, and in GJ\'tu.tonmp/h<' for gravitational effects. We have also shown 
that the gross cosmologies! consequences or our theory are at least roughly in ac
cord with current observational facts as conventionally interpreted. This closes off 
our theory at the other end of the gravitational scale. What remains is to con
nect all this up with the strong interactions {quantum chromodynamics or QCD) 
self-consistently. 

The three axes in our label space, which we have chosen to name fermion 

number, weak isospin and baryon number relate to the first three levels of the 
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combinatorial hierarchy and provide precisely the quantum nunibt needed for 

describing the first generation of the standard model of quarks and leptons, as has 

been known for some time (6). Other conserved quantum numbers such as electric 

charge, lepton number, or weak hypercliarge correspond to rotations and renam-

ings in the [{-dimensional label space. Color confinement occurs naturally, thanks 

to McGoveran's Theorem, since the three axes mentioned exhaust the absolutely 

conserved quantum numbers. This is our version of ''compa< lifiration". Our origi

nal bit-string representation of the first three levels of the combinatorial hierarchy 

used up 2 + 4 + 8 = 14 of the sixteen slots available. Unfortunately we did not 

see in t ime that these provide a natural way to close off this structure with three 

generations, so we did not "predict" the width of the Zo before it was measured. 

But this clue has led to new results. 

With this much solidly established, we can. tentatively, follow up our clue 

about the second and third generations by suggesting that the muon mass m^ = 

3 x 7 x 10 m« ~ 210 m , , and (less clearly) thai the r-lepton mass ; » r « 21m w . The 

first prediction can be checked by chasing through the consequences in r — ;/ and 

TT - e. decay lifetimes, the Goldberger-Trieman relation, and all that . In principle 

these are now all calculable, finite and if they don't come out approximately right 

will give us a lot of headaches. Should this happen the discrepancies could be 

serious enough to cause me to abandon the whole scheme as would a failure to 

get a good approximation for tiie Lamb shift lo the n^xt order in r*. 

But the most exciting prospect, if we have really cracked the generation prob

lem, is to calculate the "mass" of the top quark. A start has been made. We have 

seven color states {three colors: r, y,b; three anticolors: r,yj>; black: r -*; y © b) 

and the colorless s tate Q = r (&f = y &y = bQ?b = r $> y ti<b (see 6). Consequently 

these seven states occur seven times as often as the colorless state, and the analog 

of e2(hc for QCD in our theory is 7. 

In order lo make use of this strong coupling constant, we need a connection be

tween masses and coupling constants (Noyes, 14) which allows coupling constants 
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to be greater than unity. /"' > 1 is one way to characterize *"stroii£ interactions": 
little technical use can he made of theories specified in this way using finite empir
ical constants within the framework of second quantized relativislic field theory. 
Thanks to our mapping onto finite particle number relativist ic quantum mechanics, 
which will he discussed in more detail at ANPA 12 next week, we have an alter-
lUtive approach. The basic S-Matrix point of view associates a bound or resonant 
state of any two-particle system with a pole at invariant 4-momentum squared sa 
in the two-particle momentum-space wave function ^(»,ao) whose residue defines 
the "coupling constant" f2. In the narrow width approximation this translates to 

Assuming the state contains only two particles of mass mj,m2 yields the normal
ization condition 

t » 

< f e | 0 ( s , a o ) | 2 = l (19) 
( m i + m j ) 5 

which forces us, for dimensional reasons, to include some mass ft in the definition 
of the residue if we wish (in analogy with t2/he) to keep the coupling constant 
/ • dimensionless By performing the integration we obtain a simple connection 
between masses and coupling constants 

( / V ) a = ( m i - r m 2 ) 2 - a o (20) 

Note that the magnitude of / - is not seriously restricted by this algebraic connec
tion until we have inserted more information. We assert that this starling point is 
non-pertvrbatiw and rests only on itnitarity and relativislic quantum mechanics in 
a finite particle number space. 

Before proceeding further, we provide two specific examples where this simple 
(some may say simple-minded !) approach obviously "works". It is currently 

/ 
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unfashionable to think of the pion as a "bound slate" of a nm Iron antinucleoli 

pair, even though Fermi and Yang (l.r>) provided a good model fur tin- quantum 

numbers of the pion in this way. These quantum numbers are still useful for 

large parts of nuclear and low energy particle physics. If w t > wish to use Eq.20 to 

supply the dynamics, we must take ni] 2; rn,\ = m^ c= m> and SQ = m\. Since 

we know the coupling to be strong, we must take ft = m, rather than the only 

available alternative within the system (i.e. mjv), and find that if m ; v / m r ~ 7 then 

G2

Nij =; 14 or visa versa, which is a good starting point for low energy nuclear 

phenomenology. 

As another example, take the proton and the electron bound electromagnet-

ically by / 2 = e2/hc = a ~ 1/137. To reduce this to a "single particle prob

lem" including recoil effects we take the free system mass to be the reduced mass 
u m i 4- ma" -* m e p = ™'£*- , which implies that so = (mep - tBokr)2 and use this 

also as the reference mas8 ft. This gives us the relativistic Bohr formula 

< m e p - e ) 2 | l + a2] = m% (21} 

first derived by Bohr (16) in 1915. This was Sommerfeld's (17) starting point for 

calculating the fine structure spectrum of hydrogen, including the formula which 

is still correct to order o'z. For those of you who are puzzled by how a calculation 

based on the relativistic mass increase of the elect ron in elliptical orbits could lead 

to a result in agreement with experiment a decade before the discovery of spin and 

quantum mechanics, let alone Dirac's theory, see liiedenharn's (18) paper. 

Our way of arriving at the connection between masses and coupling constants 

contains some puzzles when we look at it in configuration rather than momentum 

space. Non-relativiatically, if we talk about the radial wave funrtion i^(f) = 

N e~* r r, Eq. ' s 18 and 19 correspond to the asymptotic normalization JJ,05 tt^[r)dr — 

1 and hence JV2 = 2^ — 2(2/jt)J with /J the reduced mass and t the binding energy. 

This model asserts that most of the time the particles are "outside the range of 

forces" and hence that only the asymptotic region contributes significantly to the 
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probability of encountering either of the particles when the system in probed. We 

claim this is a proper way to define a low energy coupling constant in a relativist ir 

theory, when we contemplate calculating corrections due to additional degrees of 

freedom (real or virtual particle creation) as the energy of the probe is rained. 

Application to the "infinite range" coulomb interaction is also justified* since the 

scale is set by the excitation of higher levels, which is of order o*. That we 

can gel the higher levels themselves by replacing ar by ( n / » ) 2 is somewhat more 

troublesome until we realize that the infinite range of the coulomb interaction 

always makes the asymptotic region the most important one if we go to high 

enough resolution. 

What moat of you will find bizarre is thai McGoverau derived this formula 

directly from our discrete theory, and was nble to extend il to the Sommerfeld 

formula when a second degree of freedom is present, without any "space-time" or 

"momentum space" considerations (McGoveran, 19). Most, people find it incredible 

that the calculation at the same linie corrects our "lirsl order" result ((i) that 

fic/e'** = 137 to a value in much better agreement with experiment (cf. Table), We 

will not have time to justify this result here. 

We have a second way to calculate the mass of the pion, which goes hack to 

our version (11) of hyson's argument (10) applied to electromagnet ism rather than 

gravitation. Consider an assemblage of A'r charged particle pairs each of mass r» 

in a volume whose average radius is file pair-creation radius hj'bnc and whose 

electrostatic energy is 

' i •> -> i . f 

A V - - Ar, 7 7 7 ^ = A' .£ (2mr 2 ) * ~(2mr2) (22) 
r (ft/Jjiic) he 137 

Thus when the number of pairs exceeds 137, we have enough energy to create an

other pair. Dyson used this fact to argue that the QEH renormalized perturbation 

series with e2 -» -f* begins to diverge beyond 137 terms, and hence that the 

series is not uniformly convergent. I prefer to interpret the result as saying that 

we cannot coutif more than 137 charged particle pairs within their own Compton 
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radius, If we take the smallest known stable mass i.e. (lie electron mass r;ie — 

for m we have an explanation for the termination of growth of the system. At the 

level of analysis we are invoking 2 x 137 particles, half electrons and hall positrons, 

within their individual Campion radius are indistinguishable from a neutral pion 

with ntgo < 274m,.. The system is electrostaiically hound. Of course this assem

blage is unstable against 'l"i decay, but if we add an electron plus an anti-neutrino 

(or a positron and ft neutrino) to the assemblage the lifetime becomes much longer 

and the sum of the masses of tin* constituent!) comes clone to m„±. For recent 

corrections due to McGoveran which bring these original estimates for rn„.o and 

m*± into agreement with experiment, see tin- Table. We also note that this gives 

UH a at art toward understanding why the range of nuclear forces is half the classical 

electron radius e2/mfc~, and the dimensional iiieinnonir 

e2/mrcJ {nuclear) - «(ft/»ir) (Qt ' /J) = o*'(r'«<"7><") [atomic) (23) 

which 1 learned from Joe Weinberg in 1917. 

Invoking our original S-malrix argument appropriately rewritten for masaless 
constituents, this gives us 7m* « mtf. which is clearly consistent both with our 
calculation of the pion as 137 electron-positron pairs and with our calculation of 
(*\Nf; = I'J. The theory is starting to meet se|f.a.>usisi«'ticy checks. 

The next step is to note that we are now in a position both to calculate the 

nncleon mass from a relativist!*' version of the Chew Low bootstrap and from a 

constituent quark model starting from niassless quarks, using a version of finite 

particle number relalivislic scattering theory which I have been developing along 

another line of enquiry. This should give us some clues as to the relationship b«-

tween current and constituent quark masses and the pressing problem of modeling 

"haclroritzation" in a simple way. If the weak interaction sector involving v — ft — t 
works out all right, we can then bring in the strange quark and the weak K-decays 

to sort out the states, and go on from there u> tt,rf,jt strong interaction dynamics. 

Charm and beauty should follow in due course. Then on to the top! 
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We conclude with the conjecture that following through the implications of our 
construction will lead to a theory which — at least to first order in e 2/ftc 1Cj,( r m,mJ/fic 
and Gjveu,(oBm?/Ac— that provides a self-consistent unification of strong, electro
magnetic, weak and gravitational interactions (SEWGUT). 
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Table of Results. June, 1990 
Gencal structural results 

• 3+1 asymototic space-time 
• combinatorial free particle Dirac wave functions 
• supraliminal synchronization and correlation without supraluminal signaling 
• discrete Lorentz transformations for event-based coordinates 
• rclativistic Bohr-Somine'Ccld quantization 
• non-coniniut&tivity between position and velocity 
i> conservation laws for Yukawa vertices and •!• events 
• crossing symmetry, CPT, spin and statistics 

Gravitation and Cosmology 
• the equivalence principle 
• electromagnetic and gravitational unification 
• the three traditional tests of general relativity 
c event horizon 
• zero-velocity frame for the cosmic background radiation 
• mass of the visible universe: ( 2 , 2 7 ) 2 m p = 4.84 x ID 5 2 gm 
• fireball lime: (2l27)2hfmp<? = 3.5 million years 
• critical density: of Qvi* = fiific - 0.01175 (0.005 < flf,-, < 0.02) 
• dark matter = 12.7 times visible matter [10??] 
• baryons per photon = 1/2561 = 2.328... x lO" 1 0 [2 X 10" I 0?] 

Unified theory of elementary particles 
• quantum numbers of the standard model for quarks and Icptons 
with confined quarks and ex«>rtly 3 weakly coupled generations 
• gravitation: hc/Gml = [2 , 2 T + 136] x [1 - j ^ ] = 

1.70147...[1 - 3 ^ ] x 10 M =1.6934... x 10 1 8 [1.6937(10) x 103 8] 
• weak-electromagnetic unification: 

GFmllhc = (1 - jff)/2563 y/2 = 1.02 75S... X 10~s [1.02 684(2) x 10~5]; 
sin20Weat = 0.25(1 - ^ ) 3 = 0.2267... [0.220(4)] 
^w = *<*/vi5(?F*«'20W = (37.3 Gev/c-sin Oy,')'; A/^coa 0w ~ M\v 

• thr hydrogen atom: (£//ic a ) a (l + (1/137/Vf l)3] = 1 
• the Sommerfeld formula: < £//«•* )2[1 + o 2 / (« + y/j* - n 2) 3] = 1 
• the fine structure constant: £ = 1 3 7

t = 137.0359 674...[137.0359 895(61)] 
' 3011 131 

• mp/me = 3 j ' j 7 ' ^ . m 1836.15 1497... [1836.15 2701(37)] 

• m±/m€ = 275[l - 3 ^ ] =273.1292... [273.12 63(76)] 
• m^fmt = 274[1 - j ^ ] - 264.2 1428.. [264.1 ,60(76)] 
• (^Afm--)* - (2m,)* - m*, = (13.8681 lm,*) 3 

[ ( )] = empirical value (error) or range 
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